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Abstract-This paper presents a novel approach that avoids Section VI, respectively. Finally, Section VII gives the
unnecessary frame buffer accesses by exploring reusable frame conclusion of this paper.
buffer data for MPEG-4 simple profile video decoders. In an
MPEG decoder, each decoded macroblock is stored in the frame II. RELATED WORK
buffer for future reference and video display. If a newly decoded
macroblock overwrites the predecessor that is exactly the same, For data-dominated video applications, a number of recent
then the old data stored in the frame buffer are reusable. Frame researches have targeted at reducing the external memory
buffer accesses of this kind become unnecessary. We propose a accesses by exploiting hierarchical memory organization which
design that greatly reduces the number of such unnecessary can efficiently utilize the available temporal locality in the data
memory accesses through the detection and management of themreusablesdataei therameh buffers.detetionexementalreslts sow

t
accesses [2]. Several proposals attempt to explore reusable datareusable data In the frame buffers. The experimental results show athercicuelvl,nldngaafowpimzins3]that the proposed scheme achieves as much as 53% (28% on the at the architecture level,includhig data flow opmizations [3].

average) saving in frame buffer accesses, without any sacrifice of Compiler-based optimization techniques for reducing external
the image quality and with only a negligible hardware overhead. memory accesses through special scratch-pad memory have

been reported in [4, 5]. The research in [4] focuses on increasing
the reusable data in a multiprocessor based embedded system.

I. INTRODUCTION In [5], it employs a software-managed scratch-pad memory to
In an MPEG decoder, frame buffers are used to store the minimize the number of data transfers for array-based
reference frames for the prediction of consecutive pictures. The applications.
frame buffers are often too large to fit into the on-chip memory Shih and et. al. have proposed a mechanism to reduce
and are typically stored in the external memory. It is reported memory accesses and the size of memory requirements for
that the frame buffer accesses may occupy over 90°0 of the off- MPEG-2 video decoder [6]. This is accomplished by using a
chip memory accesses [1]. Consequently, eliminating variable-length coder to compress reconstructed frame data
unnecessary frame buffer accesses is an effective way to save before storing in the memory, and a variable-length decoder to
memory energy usage. de-compress the frame data that are read from the memory for

In general, a frame buffer is usually re-written by a newly motion compensation or display. In [7], a high-level memory
decoded frame since the number of frame buffer, NFB for short, management scheme has been presented to decrease the number
is limited. A decoded macroblock always overwrites the one of external memory accesses and reduce the on-chip memory
belonged to a previous frame. When these two macroblocks are size for H.263 video decoder. This scheme does not consider the
exactly the same, the one stored in the frame buffer is reusable. display unit that affects the number of frame buffers used. In [8],
This means that reading of the referenced data from the frame Moshnyaga and et al. have proposed an architecture that reduces
buffer and writing of the decoded data to the frame buffer are computations of motion estimation and frame buffer writes for
both redundant. MPEG video encoding by exploiting the stationary macroblocks

In this work, we propose a mechanism, which can detect the which are determined by a given threshold.
reusable macroblocks in the frame buffers, to avoid unnecessary
frame buffer accesses. The experimental results show that this
mechanism reduces the number of frame buffer accesses as
much as 53% (28% on the average) without affecting the video A. Stationary Macroblock
quality and the hardware overhead is minimal. The MPEG-4 simple profile video streams are comprised of

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II two types of frames: intra (I) frames and predictive (P) frames.
discusses the related work. Section III explains the concept of An I-frame only contains the spatial information of a video
stationary and reusable macroblocks. Section IV presents the frame and can be decoded independently without referencing to
reusable data block detector and the implementation. The any other frame. A P-frame is decoded from the previously
simulation system and results are discussed in Section V and decoded P- or I-frame, which is called a reference frame. Each

coded macroblock of the P-frame is either the Inter or Intra
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mode. Decoding an Inter macroblock implies adding a reference Typically, the display rate is constant and the decoding rate
macroblock that is obtained from the reference frame according varies since the bitstream length varies with the content of the
to the motion vector(s) with a texture decoded residual video stream. Therefore, if the decoding rate can not always be
macroblock. greater than the display rate, it is necessary to increase the

More specifically, a macroblock is organized as four Y data number of frame buffer (NFB) to avoid buffer underflow.
blocks (8 x 8 pixels), one U data block (8 x 8 pixels), and one V
data block (8 x 8 pixels). The four Y data blocks are combined Decoded frame Frame buffer
to form a luminance data block (16 x 16 pixels). U and V data ' - '
blocks are also combined to form a chrominance data block (16 To \
x 8 pixels). We call the luminance, chrominance, U and V data
block in the residual macroblock as L-, C-, U- and V- residual Lo_ FBO FBI

LWrite I frame-respectively. Furthermore, when an Inter macroblock is decoded, Read reference frame Read out for video display-O
the bitstream gives either one motion vector (for luminance data
block) or four motion vectors (for four Y data blocks). We refer Ti j
to such motion vectors as either 16 x 16 or 8 x 8 motion vector.-
The chrominance motion vector is not coded but originated F FBi
from the luminance motion vectors. If the L-residual, C-residual, Write reconstructed frame Read out for
and the 16 x 16 motion vector are all zero, the decoded Read reference frame video disptay
macroblock is exactly the same as its reference macroblock. In
this case, the decoded macroblock is referred to as stationary.

The occurrence of stationary macroblocks strongly depends
on not only the inherent feature of the video sequence, but also P2 FBo _ _ _FBI
the encoder-defined quantization parameter (QP) that ranges LWrite reconstructed frame-
from 1 to 3 1. Typically, a video sequence that is encoded by Stationary macroblock Q Reusable macroblock
using a larger QP results in lower bit-rate, lower image quality, Fig. 1. Reusable macroblocks in frame buffers (NFB = 2).and more zero residuals.

IV. REUSABLE MACROBLOCK (DATA BLOCK) DETECTOR
B. Reusable Macroblock

To see the advantage of reusing macroblocks in the frame A. Methodology
buffers, consider the sequence of three frames (Io, P, and P2) To identify the reusable macroblocks, we explore the
that only comprise one moving object (a bird) as shown in Fig. correlation between two macroblocks of which one is being
1. We assume that each frame contains only 12 macroblocks decoded and the other is to be overwritten in the frame buffer.
and the number of frame buffers used is two (NFB =2). This For example, as shown in Fig. 2(a), suppose that NFB is equal
implies that the decoding rate at least equals to the display rate to n. We assume that n P-frames (PO, PI, ..., P,,l) have been
[9]. Suppose that two frame buffers are empty at the beginning decoded and stored in the frame buffers, and frame buffer FBo is
of decoding the I-frame (Jo). In the time period To, the I-frame recycled (writable) since the frame PO has been displayed. In
(lo) is decoded and stored in frame buffer FBo. During the next this case, macroblock M11 in frame P11 is being decoded and the
period TI, frame buffer FBo is read twice for serving two decoded data are going to overwrite macroblock Mo stored in
purposes, one for video display and the other for decoding the frame buffer FBo.
P-frame (PI) which is to be stored in frame buffer FBI. The correlation between macroblock Mo and M11 can be

Also, in the time period T2, the decoded P-frame (P2) is generated through macroblock MI, M2, ... and M11l. We refer to
scheduled to be written into frame buffer FBo that has stored the these macroblocks (MI, M2, ..., Mn1l)and frames (PI, P2, ....Pn...1, )
previous decoded frame 1o. However, the decoded P-frames (P1 as intermediate macroblocks and frames. If macroblock Mn and
and P2) have the ten and nine stationary (shaded) macroblocks each corresponding intermediate macroblock are all stationary,
respectively and there are nine stationary macroblocks then macroblock Mo in frame buffer FBo is reusable because it
overlapped. This means that the frame buffer FBo has nine is completely equal to macroblock Mn.
reusable (thick line) macroblocks which are entirely equal to To detect the reusable macroblocks, we incorporate a
those in the decoded frame P2. If these reusable macroblocks macroblock bitmap (MBB) for each frame buffer. The MBB has
can be identified, then we can skip the reading of the nine as many cells as the number of macroblocks in a frame. Each
reference macroblocks from FBI and writing of the nine cell records whether the motion vector and residual of a
reconstructed macroblocks to FBo. Thus, the total frame buffer corresponding macroblock are equal to zero or not. In our
accesses can be reduced by 500 ((3+3+l2)/(l2+l2+l2)x 1000o) experiment, we found that the probability of that an 8 x 8
during the time period of T2. motion vector is equal to zero is very low. Thus, we do not
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actually record four 8 x 8 motion vectors, but just focus on the simply shifts as a macroblock is decoded. A 2-bit register (L
16 x 16 motion vector. We use one bit, named luminance (L) bit, and C) is used to record whether the newly decoded macroblock
to indicate whether a luminance data block is stationary. If the is stationary. Before this register is updated, its data are stored
16 x 16 motion vector and the L-residual of a macroblock are to the MBB buffer corresponding to the victim MBB through
both zero, the corresponding L bit is set to 1. On the other hand, the de-multiplexer. In the detection logic, the comparator and
the U- and V- residual of both being zero is highly correlated. OR-gates are used to don't care the L and C values which come
Thus, we use one bit, named chrominance (C) bit, to record from the MBB buffer corresponding to the victim MBB. The
chrominance data block. Similarly, the C bit is set to 1 if a 16 x AND-gates are used to decide whether the data blocks in the
16 motion vector and the C-residual are both zero. The victim frame buffer are reusable.
information for zero motion vectors and zero residuals can be
easily obtained by looking up the macroblock header [IO]. Chrominance 2-bit

residual==O register

Temuporal Order Frarnedata 16 x 16 MV==O 4 0, >
, *1 Luminance j 2bit /'2 bit , 2bt

Intermediate Frame being residual==O
frames decoded X bi

displayed poigter
Pn-ldd1may

Frame~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ buffer (NF resal n)c sresbeFig. 2() Intermedithe m icrblock andiaram , () ogablD ct

blc iga fterual datayblok dtecor.logC- I,-frm ( bu~P~=1 f(upt=

Fig. 2(b) outlines theelogicallblocksdiagram of the reusable Fig.3. The circuit of reusable data block detector.
data block detector with frame buffers. Each MBB's cell
contains the L bit and C bit. To decide which frame buffer We implemented the reusable data block detector for the
should be displayed or replaced, we employ two sequential MPEG-4 simple profile decoder with 0.25ptm CMOS standard
counters, a replacement pointer and a display pointer that count cell technology. The cost of the design is 754 (1068) equivalent
from 0 to NFB-1 and repeat since the bitstream decoding and gates when NFB= 2 (4). This hardware cost is negligible
video display are all in order. When a new frame is decoded, the compared to the cost ofMPEG-4 simple profile decoder.
replacement pointer indicates a frame buffer (called victim
frame buffer) and its corresponding MBB (called victim MBB) V. SIMULATION SYSTEM
to store the incoming frame data and record the L and C status.
When a new macroblock is decoded, we examine its luminance To evaluate the proposed scheme, we implement a video codec
(chrominance) data block. If it is stationary, then the for MPEG-4 Simple Profile at Level 3 (SP @ L3) which
corresponding L (C) bit in the victim MBB is set to 1, otherwise supports CIF (352 x 288) resolution up to 30 frames per second.
it is set to 0. At the same time, the detection logic determines if In the encoder, the ME search range is ±13 and the Intra-period
the L (C) bits corresponding to the intermediate macroblocks (IP) is 30 frames. The encoder generates the bitstreams running
and the newly decoded macroblock are all equal to 1. If this is on twelve video sequences from QP = 1 to QP = 31. The
true, then the luminance (chrominance) data block to be decoder decodes each bitstream with different number of frame
overwritten in the victim frame buffer is reusable. buffers used (NFB = 2 to 4) and counts the number of reusable

data blocks.
B. Hardware Implementation The experiments were run on twelve video sequences which

To minimize the hardware overhead, the entire MBBs can were classified into three classes [10] according to spatial
be stored in the external memory. For the reusable data block frequency and the amount of movement as shown in Table I.
detector, we use a small MBB buffer, for each frame buffer, to The frame size of Football is 352 x 240 pixels while the others
cache portion of the MBBs data as depicted in Fig. 3. The size are 352 x 288 pixels. Performance comparisons are done on the
of an MBB buffer shown here has a total of 16 entries (32 bits). first 150 frames of Bus, 120 frames of Football and 300 frames
The MBB buffer can be implemented as a shift register that of the others.
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Table I Video benchmarks. 60

Class Video sequence Spatial frequency Amount of movement 1
F2 E F3F

T Mother & daughter, Akiyo, Hall monitor, Container ship LowLow 30

Foreman, News, Silent voice, Coastguard MediumLow

ll Bus, Stefan, Mobil & calendar, Football HighMedium

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS Fig. 5. The number of frame buffer versus the percentage of
Fig. 4 shows the percentage of reduced frame buffer access frame buffer access reduction.
obtained and the effect of QP value on it when NFB = 2. The VII. CONCLUSION
reduction ranges from around 2% for video sequence Bus to as
much as 53% for video sequence Akiyo as QP = 16. Up to 3500, In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme for reducing
23% and 3% of access reduction can be achieved for video frame buffer accesses in an MPEG-4 simple profiler decoder. In
sequences of class I, II and III when QP = 8. The reason for particular, the scheme finds a reusable data block which takes
class III video sequences that has the least amount of reduction place when a data block overwrites an exactly the same copy in
in memory access is that these video sequences have much the frame buffer. Simulations of the proposed method have
higher spatial frequency and movement which lead to very shown that the approach can eliminate as much as 530 (280o on
small amount of zero residuals and zero motion vectors. In the average) of the frame buffer accesses, without affecting the
addition, the experiment also shows that the percentage of the video quality. In addition, the hardware overhead incurred is
reduced memory access is increased as the QP value is raised. minimal. Our current work focuses on extending the approach
This increment occurs because a higher QP value results in to MPEG-4 advance simple profile decoder that includes
more zero residuals. bidirectional prediction frames (B frame).
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